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» Americans fault mental health system in rampage - Brain Health ...
01/19/2011 AARP The Magazine - Online

» Gastric Bypass Kit Offered Online
01/19/2011 ABC News - Online

» Giffords' husband: She'll return to Congress 'stronger, more committed'
01/19/2011 Arizona Daily Star - Online

» Gabrielle Giffords' spouse Mark Kelly discusses wife's fears, resolve, future
01/19/2011 Arizona Republic - Online

» What is Love in Sickness and Health?
01/19/2011 Associated Content

» Gabrielle Giffords likely to retain her seat in the U.S. House
01/19/2011 AZCentral.com

» Giffords' husband: 'She recognized me'
01/19/2011 Capitol Hill Blue

» Giffords' Husband: I Thought She was Dead
01/19/2011 CBSNews.com

» Giffords feared being shot, husband says
01/19/2011 CNN.com

» Giffords feared being shot at public events, husband says
01/19/2011 CNN.com

» CNN - Report: Giffords Was Shot Point Blank
01/19/2011 CNN.com

» Husband: Giffords feared being shot
01/19/2011 CNN.com

» Husband: Giffords feared being shot at events
01/19/2011 CNN.com

» Arizona Rep. Giffords has been upgraded to 'serious condition' -- what does that mean?
01/19/2011 Daily Caller, The

» Campus resources for mentally ill students questioned after Tucson shooting
01/19/2011 Daily Orange, The

» Giffords' husband says she recognizes him
01/19/2011 Denver Daily News - Online, The

» Husband broke down after incorrect Giffords report
01/19/2011 Denver Post - Online, The
Giffords' husband says he thought wife was killed

Husband: I initially believed incorrect reports on Rep. Giffords' death, was 'devastating'

Christina Taylor Green

Staff members at UMC Tucson fired for inappropriately accessing medical records

Giffords's husband says she feared shooting

Walking Into Fire

Is freedom of speech being threatened?

Mark Kelly: A personal conversation

CNN says Giffords to go to rehab Friday

Mother: Giffords to be moved to rehab center Friday

Will Giffords return to her House post?

Giffords' husband says he saw, believed mistaken TV news report that said wife was dead

Red Cross needs blood donors

Online Only: America: Ruled by rifles

Extremist Killing Is as American as Apple Pie

Mark Kelly: Rep. Giffords' Progress Is 'Great'; But Road To Recovery Is Long

Woman who took little girl to Giffords event tormented by loss

Giffords's husband thought she died

Giffords staff keeps her office running

TUCSON, Ariz. -- About a dozen staff members were hard at work Tuesday in the district office of U.S. Rep. Gabrielle Giffords as their boss remained
hospitalized across town. There were refugee immigration cases to take care of, a Bronze Star to present
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| To spouse, Giffords set to rebound 01/19/2011 Sierra Vista Herald - Online View Clip |
| County supervisors plan to take meetings on road 01/19/2011 Sierra Vista Herald - Online View Clip |
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| Neurosurgeon explains Giffords’ operations 01/19/2011 WBRC-TV - Online View Clip |
| Neurosurgeon explains Giffords’ operations 01/19/2011 WOIO-TV - Online View Clip |
| Video surfaces of Ariz. suspect touring school 01/19/2011 WXVT-TV View Clip |